Freedom from disease is possible!

Enzymes...
the "Life Force" of the Human Body
270 capsules per bottle - 400 mg each

Price: $99.95

Most people don’t know that enzymes are the literal life force of the body. These powerful biochemical catalysts are
required for every bodily function and having too few of them make illness and disease a certainty. Supplementing with
the proper blend of Plant Enzymes may be the most important health decision you will ever make.
Almost everyone’s diet is severely enzyme deficient.
 Cooked food is enzyme-dead because temperatures of more than 118° F destroy them.
 Irradiated food is also enzyme-dead and most produce that isn’t 100% organic has been irradiated.
 Carbonated drinks, strenuous exercise, environmental factors and stress further deplete your body’s ability to
produce enough enzymes to support normal bodily functions and cellular reproduction.
Add that to the fact that the body’s capacity to produce digestive enzymes declines almost 1% every year past the age of
10 or so. That means that by age 60, you’re trying to digest the same meal you’ve been eating all your life on about half
of the enzymes you used to have. The toxic result is that your body is trying to use what is essentially rotten food.
Key Benefits of Enriching Gifts Plant Enzymes:
Supplies a complete array of digestive enzymes and ionic-form minerals so that foods are broken down into
their most useable form increasing both the rate of digestion, and the bioavailability of nutrients.
Supports increased lifespan and improved quality of life by preventing the waste of metabolic enzymes (those
produced by the body intended for other critical purposes).
Includes a delivery system that ensures enzyme activity in all stages of digestion and body PH ranges.
Increases immune system function by reducing toxicity in the blood.
Reduces time between bowel eliminations thereby reducing toxicity buildup.
Contains the following Standardized Ingredients:
Protease-digests proteins - 75,000 HUT
Amylase-digests carbohydrates - 8,000 DU
Cellulase-digests fiber - 250 CA
Lipase-digests fat - 500 LU
Sucrase-digests sugar - 100 FCC

Maltase-digests starches - 250 DU
Lactase-digests lactose in diary products - 500 FCC
Galactosidase-breaks down gas - 15 MG
Bromelain- (Protease-Anti inflammatory) - 20,000 FCC
Proprietary blend of 77 ionic-form trace minerals - 15 MG

Enriching Gifts Plant Enzymes replenish vital digestive enzymes that are destroyed in our processed diets. By
supplementing with them every time we eat, our metabolic enzymes can be spared from the burden of digestive process
and and be used for other life-generating functions. Plant Enzymes with GR8CF-77™ represent the cutting edge in
enzyme formulation and are the result of over 17 years of research.
Take three (3) Plant Enzyme capsules at the beginning of each meal and three (3) at bedtime. Note: Too much initially may cause you
to detox too rapidly so start out slowly by taking one (1) with each meal and slowly increase amount to recommended dosage.
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